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Mars Hardware

SONICLEAR
BEARING EDGE
The SONIClear™ Bearing Edge is standard on all Mars shells and allows the drumhead to sit
flatter and make better contact with the shell. The result is a stronger and deeper fundamental
pitch, effortless and consistent tuning, and a significantly expanded tuning range.

SONICLEAR™ EDGE

Allows the head to sit flush promoting ease of tuning,
increased shell resonance & optimal tonal clarity.

TYPICAL EDGE

Causes the head to sit high resulting in tuning
difficulty, poor shell resonance & lack of tonal clarity.

PREMIUM
FEATURES
Mars Series drums include a number of premium features that will provide pro-level performance to
players looking for an affordable but gig-worthy kit.

Straight from the Saturn IV Series, the SONIClear™
Suspension System on the rack toms increases
overall resonance by preserving vibration in the
drumheads and shell and preventing energy
transfer to the hardware.

The Insulated Bass Drum Claws include rubber
gaskets that protect the hoop from damage and
prevent rattling or buzzing during periods of
extended play.

The 100% Birch 6-Ply Shells produce great focus,
allowing the drums to speak quickly and project
clearly. Rack toms have a punchy brightness while
the lower frequencies of the bass drum and floor
toms are supported with enhanced punch and body.

The Matching Snare Drum gives a unified look to
the set while providing a solid fundamental crack.
Its 14" x 6.5" size provides great tuning and musical
versatility.

On Mars kits that feature black hoops and fittings,
the Black Electro-Plating Process results in a
significant increase in finish durability compared to
powder-coatings found on other kits.

Bass Drum Mounted Tom Holders are standard
with Mars Series 529 and 504 shell packs. A Single
Tom Arm and Clamp for mounting the rack tom
from a cymbal stand are standard on the 446 and
528 shell packs.

SMOKEWOOD
529 Rock Shell Pack
The Mars Series “Rock” Shell Pack features sizes that can span a wide range of playing styles.
This configuration offers a blend of power and versatility well-suited for the drummer needing
a portable, great sounding kit.

22x18

10x7

14x6.5

12x8

16x14

MA529SF GW
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NIGHTWOOD
528 Crossover Shell Pack
The Mars Series “Crossover” Shell Pack features a 1 up and 2 down configuration that is ideal
for players who want a powerful rock sound with a single rack tom for closer positioning of
their ride cymbal.

22x18
12x8

14x6.5

14x12

16x14

MA528SF BZW
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BLOODWOOD
504 Fusion Shell Pack
The Mars Series “Fusion” Shell Pack includes smaller sizes that are equally suited for the rock
drummer needing a highly portable, great sounding kit, or the jazz drummer needing versatility.

20x16

10x7

14x6.5

12x8

14x12

MA504SF RW
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BONEWOOD
446 Rock 24 Shell Pack
The Mars Series “Rock 24” Shell Pack features a 1 up and 1 down tom set-up that keeps all the toms
within easy reach while the 24” bass drum produces a powerful, yet naturally equalized tone.
24x16
12x8

14x6.5

16x16

MA446S BAW
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MARS
SERIES
HARDWARE OPTIONS
Mars Hardware features lightweight yet highly functional stands and simple but sturdy pedals that
will serve the needs of gigging drummers needing to lighten their load or younger players looking
to make a major upgrade.
Mars Hardware comes in either chrome or black-plated finish to the style of any player, and is
available as individual pieces or in the following hardware packs:
• HP6005 - Single Pedal Hardware Pack (Chrome)
• HP6005-DP - Double Pedal Hardware Pack (Chrome)
• HP6005EB - Single Pedal Hardware Pack (Black-Plated)
• HP6005EB-DP - Double Pedal Hardware Pack (Black-Plated)

*B60EB Boom Arm Available

HP6005EB-DP
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MEET THE FAMILY
PEDAL
P600/P600TW

SNARE STAND
S600/S600EB

HI-HAT
H600/H600EB

BOOM STAND
B600/B600EB

A Double Chain Drive ensures longlasting durability and a smooth feel.

A Multi-Step Snare Basket Tilter
provides a wide variety of snare drum
positions.

A Retractable Floor Spike and a
Concave Double-Braced Leg Shape
provide stability and compact storage.

A Knurled Hideaway Boom Arm
provides compact stand storage.

The Die-Cast Snare Basket Adjuster
and a Clamp-Style Memory Lock
ensure the drum remains securely in
position.

The Direct Pull Chain-Drive and
Variable Tension Adjustment ensure a
responsive feel at every tension setting.

A Solid Steel Base Plate and
Retractable Floor Spikes provide
stability during aggressive play.

Concave Double-Braced Leg Shape
allows for better stand positioning
and compact storage.

*B60 Boom Arm Available

HP6005
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